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Abstract:
The recent overexploitation of East Atlantic and Mediterranean bluefin tuna stock has been well
documented in the media where it has become the archetype of overfishing and general mismanagement. Beyond the public debate, the crisis also highlighted how the interactions between
science and management can change through time according to the awareness of the public opinion.
To reflect these issues, the history of Atlantic bluefin tuna overfishing is first described. Then, the
major uncertainties that undermine the current scientific advice are summarized and the importance of
reducing their impacts by improving knowledge and developing robust scientific framework is
considered. The study also discusses how uncertainty was used by different lobbies to discredit
science-based management. The recent improvement in bluefin tuna stock status following the
implementation of the rebuilding plan shows that, despite uncertainty in the scientific advice, the
management of a heavily exploited fish stock can be positive when there is a political will. However,
optimizing long-term yields of modern fisheries implies good science. The study concludes by
advocating for the implementation of a scientific quota that should be part of the management
framework to support the scientific advice.
Highlights
► Description of the history of Atlantic bluefin tuna overfishing. ► Summary of the major sources of
uncertainty in the scientific advice. ► Uncertainty is inherent in the scientific advice. ► Public
awareness obliged managers to better pay attention to the scientific advice. ► Successful
management of exploited fish stock firstly implies strong political will.
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1. An emblematic case of overfishing
A commercially exploited fish has rarely been given as much media coverage as Atlantic bluefin tuna
(ABFT), especially the East Atlantic and Mediterranean stock (ABFTE) that supports the bulk of ABFT
catches. During the 2000s, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) publicised ABFTE as the
archetype of overfishing and general mis-management of the world fisheries [see e.g. 1]. There are
good reasons for this. ABFTE fisheries indeed crystallised most of the problems found in many
fisheries, i.e. severe overcapacity, open access in international waters, geographical expansion of the
fisheries, high market value and deficient governance at both international and national levels [2, 3,
4].
ABFTE was traditionally canned or sold to the Mediterranean fresh market and its market value was
rather low. However, the rise of the sashimi market (firstly in Japan and then in USA, Europe, Korea
and China) led to strong demand for fresh ABFTE, especially since the 1980s [5]. Consequently, the
value of ABFTE increased in the following decades and bluefin tuna became, in the media, the fish
that was worth its own weight in gold when quoting the New Year auctions on the Tsukiji fish market
in Tokyo. Unfortunately, the increasing value of ABFTE induced a sharp increase in the fishing
efficiency and capacity of various fleets during the 1990s and 2000s, especially in the Mediterranean
Sea. This together with new storage technologies and farming practices introduced in the late 1990s
created a severe and uncontrolled overcapacity that in turn led to a critical overexploitation of the
resource [6].
The scientific community, especially the scientific body of the International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT, the regional fisheries organisation that has in charge to
monitor and manage tuna and tuna-like species in the Atlantic ocean) raised serious concern about
ABFTE stock status since the early 1990s and estimated the stock to be overexploited in 1996 [7].
From 1998 onwards a Total Allowable Catches (TAC) system, together with size limit regulations and
time/area closures, were progressively implemented. Furthermore, from the late 1990s to 2008,
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ICCAT did not follow the advice of its own scientific body and always recommended a TAC that
exceeded the scientific recommendations (Fig. 1). This was partly due to the multilateral nature of
ICCAT and a decision-making process based on consensus. Conflicts of interests between countries
impede strong decision-making, especially to limit catches. In addition, the ABFTE market was highly
profitable and economic interests took precedence over conservation based ones [an unfortunate
but quite common situation for many exploited fish stocks, even for fish of lower economic value,
see 8]. In such a context, uncertainties inherent in any scientific advice were often used by
stakeholders and managers to argue for or against different management options (especially TAC).
The only way to avoid such a deleterious process would be to agree on management measures (such
as TAC) evaluated with respect to agreed objectives, e.g. a harvest control rule developed using
Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE). Unfortunately, such a procedure was not in place and needs
to be implemented rapidly to avoid any reiteration of such shortcoming in near future (see also
below). This has been recognized by ICCAT, which established a working group for enhancing the
dialogue between Fisheries Scientists and Managers in 2013 through a process that would develop
MSE.
(Fig. 1 about here)
Last but not least, management regulations were ineffective in limiting catches in the Mediterranean
Sea (mostly taken in international waters) because of a lack of compliance and control, which was
primarily due to a general mismanagement of ICCAT at that time. Therefore, catches by most of the
fisheries (often with the approval of their governments) were significantly underreported until 2007,
allowing severe overexploitation to occur. This together with illegal fishing under flags of
convenience led to considerable Illegal Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) catches from 1998 to
2007 (Fig. 1). Although these IUU were documented by ICCAT Scientific Committee and several NGOs
inquiries [1, 9, 10], ICCAT Commission took little action to curtail them prior to 2008. Consequently,
ABFTE catches were probably at or above 50,000 tonnes per year during this decade, while ICCAT
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Scientific Committee recommended a TAC between 15,000 tonnes and 25,000 tonnes in the same
period.
Following the pressure from several NGOs, which stressed the inconsistency between scientific
advice and management, ICCAT implemented a rebuilding plan in 2007. This plan included more
restrictive management regulations, particularly in reducing the length of the fishing season for the
main fleets (purse seiners), increasing the minimum size of fish (from 10kg to 30 kg) and started to
establish a real and effective monitoring control and surveillance system. However, two key issues
were not tackled and still remained: high catches levels and overcapacity [10]. The plan was
reinforced in 2008, including the strengthening of the control measures and a reduction of fishing
capacity over 5 years, but again the TAC remained 2 to 3 times higher than scientific advice. The
procrastination of ICCAT led in 2009 to the demand by Monaco to list ABFT under Appendix 1 of the
Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), which was
strongly supported by most of the NGOs. ABFE was pointed as an archetypal example of
mismanagement by its responsible body (ICCAT) and another international organisation (CITES) was
advocated by some parties to improve the situation [11-13]. In 2009, ICCAT fully endorsed the
scientific advice and recommended a low TAC for the three following years [at about 13,000 tonnes,
see 14]. Undoubtedly, such a result would not have happened without the strong pressure of the
NGOs, which succeeded, in a few years, in calling attention to the poor stock status of ABFTE and so
obliged ICCAT to take action.

2. Towards rebuilding
One of the most spectacular effects of the rebuilding plan since 2010 was the drastic decrease in
total catches of ABFTE (Fig. 2). From 1998 to 2007, reported catches were about 30,000 to 35,000
tonnes, but, as mentioned before, ICCAT Scientific Committee estimated that catches were in the
order of 50,000 t per year during this period [an estimation based on the number of vessels
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operating in the Mediterranean Sea and their respective catches rates, see 9]. Since 2008, the ICCAT
Scientific Committee did not detect any unreported catches using capacity information and
concluded that a substantial decrease in the catches (including IUU) occurred following the
enforcement of the controls. In 2011 and 2012, reported catches were around 10,000 tonnes, i.e. the
lowest catches records since 1950 (i.e. the beginning of the time series on which scientific advice is
based) and about 5 times less than 3 years before (Fig; 2).
In contrast to the mid-2000s, all CPUE indices used for the 2012 ABFTE stock assessment displayed
positive trends in recent years. Fisheries-independent information from the aerial surveys performed
on the juvenile fish in the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea provide similar indications, showing a
four-fold increase in juveniles abundance in 2009-2011 compared to 2000-2003 [15]. In contrast to
the 2006 and 2008 stock assessments, which detected a rapid and strong decline in the spawning
stock biomass (SSB) in the terminal years, the last assessment showed a more optimistic perception
of the stock size. The SSB did not exhibit any strong depletion in the mid-2000s and further showed
clear signs of increase in recent years in all the runs that have been investigated. Trends in fishing
mortality (F) for the younger ages (ages 2-5) and for oldest fish (ages 10+) decreased sharply since
the late 2000s, after a 20 years (or more) increase, to reach the lowest historical values. The general
trend in F for the oldest fish is consistent with expert knowledge, especially the shift in targeting
towards larger individuals destined for fattening and/or farming during the 1990s (Fig. 2).
(Fig. 2 about here)
The perception of stock status derived from the 2012 assessment has thus greatly improved relative
to past assessments. F2011 is noticeably below the reference target level (F0.1 a proxy for the fishing
mortality that would provide the maximum sustainable yield) in all scenarios (0.36 < F2011/F0.1 < 0.7). If
F2011 would be consistent with ICCAT Convention Objectives, current biomass is most likely to be
below the level expected at F0.1 (i.e. SSBF0.1), which is not surprising for a long lived species. Note that
last SSB value is among the highest values of the time series, which is rather intriguing for a recently
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overfished stock (Fig. 2). There are three main (and non-competitive) explanations to this: (i) past
and/or recent SSB estimates are biased due to unquantified uncertainties (see following section), (ii)
absolute values of SSB can hardly be compared between each other because SSBF0.1 changed
considerably over time due to changes in recruitment levels and/or selectivity patterns and (iii) the
stock would be under current SSBF0.1 since the beginning of the series (i.e. 1950), which is not
impossible regarding point (ii) and the heavy exploitation supported by this stock since the Second
World War [16].
Projections for a range of TACs are consequently more optimistic than those from the previous
assessment and indicated that ABFTE rebuilding to the SSBF0.1 level could be achieved by the end of
the rebuilding plan (2022) for catches levels ≤ 26,000 tonnes. Based on current knowledge and
modeling assumptions, ABFTE could thus be rebuilt by 2022 or before if ICCAT continued to control
ABFT catches at the current level. However, this implies that current unquantified uncertainties
would not affect our perception of stock status and population dynamics, which is clearly unlikely.

3. Uncertainties in the stock assessment
While there are a lot of uncertainties in relation to the ABFTE stock assessment, this is not that
different from other exploited fish stocks (including data rich ones). Uncertainties in stock
assessment arise from three major sources: (i) process errors, i.e., our understanding of ABFTE
biology and population dynamics, (ii) observation errors, i.e. the quality/quantity of the data used
and (iii) model errors, i.e. the ability of assessment models to correctly reproduce key population
dynamics patterns [17].
3.1. Process errors
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The primary uncertainties about ABFT biology and population dynamics that affect stock assessments
are: population structure, natural mortality, age structure, population growth rate (or productivity)
and recruitment.
For successful fisheries management, RFMOs should ensure that the assumed stock structure used in
the management arena corresponds with the real population structure of the species [18, 19].
Otherwise, the most productive sub-populations could be exploited at suboptimal levels, and, more
importantly, less productive sub-populations could collapse (even at FMSY strategy), reducing genetic
diversity and resilience of the species to environmental changes [20]. Although ICCAT has managed
ABFT as two stocks since the 1980s, with the boundary between the two spatial units being the 45°W
meridian, ABFT population structure remains largely unidentified [5]. According to recent genetic
studies [21-23] and retrospective analysis [16], ABFT population structure is likely to be more
complex than the current two stocks hypothesis, with probably at least two populations within the
Mediterranean. If this is confirmed, ICCAT might need to change the current two stock management
framework to avoid the risk of eroding the Mediterranean bluefin tuna sub-populations, especially
considering the high fishing pressure on Mediterranean ABFT over the last two or three decades.
Avoiding genetic erosion is particularly important in the long-term, so as to be able to adapt to
changing environmental conditions due to ongoing climate change [24].
Natural mortality (M) is one of the key uncertainties in population dynamics models of exploited fish
stocks because M cannot be observed and is difficult to estimate [see 25 for a recent review]. For
ABFTE, as for the vast majority of exploited fish stocks, M is fixed and corresponds to the age-specific
but time invariant vector estimated from mark-recapture information for the Southern bluefin tuna.
This assumption is thus partly arbitrary and different assumptions in M would strongly change our
perception of ABFTE stock status because it would translate in a different productivity [26].
Recent recruitment levels and, thus ABFTE productivity, remain highly uncertain because of the
stochastic nature of the recruitment dynamics in most bony fish species (see below). In addition,
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ABFTE (as with most marine bony fish) displays no clear stock-recruitment relationship, so that future
projections are performed using average past recruitment levels, which is a strong and rather
hazardous assumption.
3.2. Observation errors
Scientists are apparently fortunate with regards to the quantity of data for ABFTE, as catches data
and CPUE indices are available since 1950 [14]. However, the quality of the data is debatable. For
instance, the total catches level is unreliable due to important IUU catches from 1996 to 2007.
Furthermore, this period is also characterized by the paucity of reliable catch-at-size for several key
fisheries because of the rise of farming and the corresponding decrease of landings [27].
In contrast to small pelagic and demersal fish, another recurrent issue for large pelagic fish is the lack
of fisheries-independent indices used to calibrate stock assessment models or to directly assess the
stocks. This problem has become even more acute for ABFTE, as recent regulatory measures of the
rebuilding plan have significantly affected all the CPUE indices. This plan indeed induced extensive
changes in the spatial patterns of the fisheries, length of the fishing season and target sizes, which in
turn have impaired the ability of CPUE indices to track changes in ABFTE abundance [14]. Large-scale
fisheries-independent information and surveys are therefore needed to provide more reliable stock
status indicators. The current aerial survey in the NW Mediterranean [15] would be a good basis to
do so, but it has, currently, a too restricted spatial coverage.
Because ABFTE is a long lived species, it is assessed using an age based model. Different sources of
information (i.e., otolith, spine, vertebra and tagging) have been used to translate length data into
age data. However, the catch-at-age (CAA) generated from catch-at-size (CAS) using age slicing
contains substantial errors because: (i) the current CAS includes many substitutions due to the lack of
basic size data for some major fisheries [28], (ii) growth varies by year and/or cohort and (iii) ABFT
growth is asymptotic, so that large individuals may have a wide range of ages. The translation of the
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CAS into the CAA thus introduces important biases for the virtual population model (VPA) that
assumes that CAA is exact [i.e. with no observation errors, see 17].
3.3. Model errors
Traditional stock assessments mainly consider only uncertainties in observations and process (e.g.
recruitment), but uncertainty about the actual dynamics (i.e. model uncertainty) has often a larger
impact on achieving management objectives [29]. The current stock assessment is conducted using a
statistical VPA [30], an approach that is subject to several biases [18].
As noted above, ageing large fish is difficult, therefore the Scientific Committee assumes a plus-group
of 10 years old fish (i.e. grouping all individuals equal to and older than 10 years). Such an
assumption implies that all fish > 10 years display, among other things, similar growth, behavior and
hence fishing and natural mortality rates, which is not the case. There are other key difficulties with
the plus-group, such as it is estimated assuming some relationship with the next age [28]. Sensitivity
analyses have shown that assuming a different plus-group (e.g. fish > 12, 14 or 16 years) and/or
modifying the specification to next age considerably change both the absolute levels of SSB and its
trend [28]. Ageing and plus-group assumptions are specific technical issues, but they are amongst the
most influential ones in the current ABFTE stock assessment.
The above uncertainties mean that many different VPA specifications are possible. Therefore, the
Scientific Committee ran different ad-hoc scenarios reflecting assumptions about different
parameters and different sets of data. In the last stock assessment, the speed and the magnitude of
the upward SSB trend varied considerably between runs, indicating that the perception of the stock
status strongly depends on the model specifications [14].
Estimates of current stock status relative to MSY benchmarks (here F0.1) are highly sensitive to the
assumptions about mortality-at-age and hence selectivity patterns [31] as well as to technical
assumptions made in the VPA. Biomass reference points are further strongly impacted by the
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hypotheses made about recruitment levels. The estimates of the selectivity patterns in the 2010 and
2012 ABFTE stock assessments significantly affected the benchmarks. The estimate of MSY in 2012
was lower than that made in 2010 because of a slight shift from fish of large to medium size classes.
Consequently, the more optimistic perception of the stock status in 2012 was not only due to the
rebuilding of the population, but also to a decrease of MSY. In other words, the perception of the
stock (i.e. Bcurrent/BMSY) has also increased because BMSY has decreased. The selection pattern also
impacts on the population growth rate, for example if fishing mortality of the plus-group is reduced
then the stock biomass maybe expected to rebuild faster. Changes in the estimates of selection
pattern mean that the reference points and potential recovery rate of a population estimated in a
given stock assessment session (or a year) will be different from those estimated in another session
(year). This is problematic when assessing the performances of a given rebuilding plan: against which
reference points should the exploited population be evaluated: the ones in which the plan was based
or the latest estimates? This classical and key problem in fisheries science has not received, to our
knowledge, any satisfactory solution, but it deserves special attention. This is especially true for
overfished/depleted stocks because rebuilding plans often (if not always) imply considerable changes
in selectivity patterns. For ABFTE, the fraction of the catches in number of juvenile fish could exceed
80% in some years before the rebuilding plan while it is now below 20%.
Projections are known to be a problematic area in stock assessments [32]. For ABFTE, the Scientific
Committee ran different ad-hoc scenarios to account for different plausible levels of productivity
(which were all based on past estimates) or future selectivity patterns. However, the results of the
projections were impaired by sources of uncertainties that cannot be quantified based on our
current knowledge, especially uncertainties about population structure, population dynamics (such
as natural mortality), levels of IUU catches and, even more importantly, future recruitment levels.
Therefore, the results of the projection must be interpreted with great care. This is especially true
when the results are given by levels of probabilities against different levels of catches [i.e. the socalled Kobé II matrix, see 33], which often give the feeling to the managers that all sources of
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uncertainties have been quantified and the sources considered have all equal weight, which is far
from the truth. For these reasons, the ICCAT Scientific Committee has little confidence in the outputs
of the projections and recommended maintaining a low TAC (i.e. in the range of the 2010-2012
values) for the coming years.
3.4. Decreasing uncertainties
Decreasing uncertainties should result in a reduction in risk (i.e. the probability of something bad
happening) and improved yield [34]. In the medium-term, a significant improvement in data
collection, key biological processes and modeling approach has to be undertaken, which are the
objectives of the ICCAT research program on ABFTE that started in 2010. This ambitious multi-annual
program of ~ 2 million €/year until 2013 includes five major actions: (i) a data recovery program, (ii)
aerial surveys, (iii) a large-scale conventional tagging program (plus some electronic tagging), (iv) a
biological program focusing on stock structure (through genetic and micro-chemistry), reproduction
and ageing and (v) population modeling studies. The program is ongoing and main results are
expected by 2015. Besides the expected improvement in the quality/quantity of the catches data and
age-length keys, the program should resolve (at least partly) the population structure and spatial
dynamics of ABFTE and provide fisheries independent estimates of abundance and/or mortality
rates.
The program also aims at developing modeling approaches that allow to account for observation
errors and process errors, improve the modeling of key biological processes, include mixing between
areas and use biologically realistic operating models for rigorous management strategy evaluation
[MSE, see e.g. 35, 36]. MSE can also be used to guide the scientific process, i.e. to identify where the
reduction of scientific uncertainties will primarily improve management and to ensure that
expenditure is prioritized to provide the best research, monitoring and enforcement. MSE generally
comprise an Operating Model (OM) that is used to simulate the main uncertainties about system
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dynamics and to test the performances of alternative management strategies. The development of
MSE involves a number of steps [37]:
•

Identification of management goals (and performance measures to quantify the extent to
which those goals have been achieved).

•

Selection of hypotheses that impact on the risk of not achieving those goals and development
of OM representing those hypotheses.

•

Conditioning of OM on available data and knowledge (and possible rejection of hypotheses,
which are not compatible with those data and knowledge).

•

Identification of candidate management strategies.

•

Simulation of the performances of the management strategies by projecting the OM forward
in which management is set using the management strategy.

•

The evaluation of the management strategies based on the performances measured.

The MSE instigated by the CCSBT (Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna) could
help in defining such an approach for ABFT. This MSE has been initiated because divergent scientific
views on the status and productivity of southern bluefin tuna as well as on appropriate management
actions had resulted in no agreement on formal TAC for the majority of years between 1996 and
2004. This was due to uncertainty related to the underlying assumptions about spatial dynamics of
the population and fishing fleets, the basic biology, appropriate assessment methods and
appropriate approaches for resolving the major uncertainties for the provision of management
advice [38, 39].
Uncertainties in the ABFTE stock assessment are relatively well-identified and albeit substantial
efforts have recently been undertaken to improve scientific advice, several challenges remain. One of
the biggest is the difficulty in accounting for uncertainties that are not due to the lack of current
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knowledge, but to stochastic processes. Since Hjort [40, 41]’s pioneering works, the recruitment
dynamics and the early stages natural mortality of bony fish are known to be highly variable from
year-to-year because of the match/mismatch in the time and space of fish larval production and
favorable abiotic (e.g. temperature and currents) and biotic (prey and predators) conditions [42]. A
recent study on ABFTE has confirmed the high variability of natural mortality rates during the first six
months of life [M ranging between 7.7 y-1 and 21.9 y-1, i.e. between 1/2.500 and 1/3.3 billion
surviving individuals, 43]. Such stochastic processes thus impose scientists to base their scientific
advice on modeling approaches that are robust to such sources of uncertainties.

4. Uncertainties in the management
Management decisions do not rely solely on scientific advice. Indeed the Precautionary Approach
allows for a consideration of social and economic factors [44]. The recent history of ABFTE showed
that decisions mostly come from power relations between economic and conservation objectives.
Fisheries interests were most influential at maintaining fishing rights and high catch levels until 2006.
Using the argument of uncertainty in the scientific advice, they pushed managers to obtain higher
TAC than the scientific advice and avoided a reduction in effort. As described above, this situation led
to a severe overexploitation of ABFTE and to a risk of fisheries and stock collapse [9]. During the
2006-2011 years, the environmental NGOs became more powerful and used communication tools
with the general public very efficiently to call attention to the poor stock status of ABFTE. To do so,
NGOs (because they are not scientific bodies) sometimes used dramatic (and scientifically incorrect)
terminology to describe ABFT status, such as “extinction”, “Race for the last bluefin” [1] and could
also be selective in communicating the scientific advice. Although such a strategy can undermine
science-based management in the long-term, it was finally beneficial for ABFTE management and
probably saved the ABFTE fisheries and stock from collapse. It indeed raised public awareness of
ABFTE stock status and, in turn, obliged ICCAT to really pay attention to the scientific advice. When
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the first signs of ABFTE rebuilding were mentioned [28], some NGOs (not all) had the same strategy
as the fisheries lobbies in the past and discredited the scientific advice by exploiting the various
sources of uncertainty to get more conservative management measures. The risk to the stock is
nonetheless not symmetric, as it is rational to advocate for low catches when there is high
uncertainty in the scientific advice [34]. Nowadays, all the NGOs have recognized the beginning of
ABFTE rebuilding and the relations between economic interests and the sustainable use of resources
appears quite balanced, but pressure to increase TAC is becoming heavier as the population rebuilds.
So, the possibility that ICCAT commission goes back to its old practices and decides, in the coming
years, higher TAC than scientifically recommended is not negligible and it is therefore necessary to
set future TACs on a more objective basis [as mentioned above, see also 45, 46, 47].
Questioning the scientific advice through the issue of uncertainty has thus been commonly used by
different lobbies that wished to push their own agendas. Uncertainty is also a source of
misunderstanding between scientists and managers for whom uncertainty often means poor advice.
However, uncertainty is inherent in the scientific advice. Like in all fields of science, fisheries
scientists cannot provide certainties, but only probabilities and sometimes consensus. In some cases,
those probabilities can be seriously biased because of unquantified uncertainties. As described
above, some sources of uncertainties in the ABFTE stock assessment can be reduced in improving
scientific knowledge and models, but stochastic uncertainty (i.e. variability in the population
dynamics caused by intrinsic variations in biotic and abiotic factors) will remain. It is up to fisheries
scientists to actively communicate with managers, stakeholders and NGOs about the various sources
of uncertainty, firstly to better inform about the scientific process and then to investigate alternative
management strategies. It is also crucial to identify those unquantified uncertainties and to evaluate
their impact on the outcomes of the assessment [i.e. how different the true risk might be, 48]. Such
an approach is not trivial and implies to agree upon which of the unqualified uncertainties should be
included in the evaluations. Some authors [see 37] suggested that scientists and stakeholders debate
a limited number of scenarios, which can be first identified in a qualitative way, as being areas of
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concern. These scenarios can be then refined to be addressed quantitatively. This will allow key
scenarios to be considered along with variants, likely ranges for parameters and relative weighting of
different scenarios.
The current stock assessment procedure is designed to achieve long-term objectives, such as the
maximum sustainable yield with low risk of stock collapse. However, decision-makers have to
balance long-term conservation objectives with short-term economic and social objectives and are
often pushed to produce quick results. This has led to, among other things, the stock assessment
being performed every two years, which makes little sense for a long-lived species. Since the impact
of management measures, such as minimum size or TAC established to reach MSY need time to be
observed, as it takes time for the individuals and the populations to grow. This is also counterproductive, as scientists then have to spend most of their time to replicate the same analyses instead
of working at the reduction of the uncertainties by investigating new and more robust approaches
and improving data collection and knowledge. The robustness of the assumptions made in those
assessments has seldom been evaluated and indicators from the fishery may contradict the
assessment, discrediting it in the eyes of other parties. This means that for long-lived species, longterm management plans must be planned and agreed. Likewise, management decisions (when they
appear to be successful) should be kept constant until the recovery is achieved. The development of
MSE would help to do so and would further add stability to the management process (including TAC
decision process), as management objectives (and how to evaluate how well alternative
management actions meet them) are agreed through a dialogue between scientists, managers and
stakeholders [49, 50].
5. Conclusion
The recent history of ABFTE management demonstrated that improving stock status of a heavily
overexploited and valuable stock can be achieved when there is the political will. Neither the high
economic value, nor the uncertainties in the scientific advice impaired management. Long-term
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sustainable exploitation is possible without any scientific advice, as shown by the history of many
small scale fisheries that were based on community-oriented systems of territorial behavior [see e.g.
51]. However, optimizing long-term yields of modern fisheries operating in International waters
probably implies good science. Scientific monitoring and research necessitates a continuous and
substantial amount of money, which most of the national or international programs could not
guarantee. To face such a common limitation, the implementation of a scientific quota for ABFT (and
for many other exploited fish species) could be a way forward. This quota could be part of
management plans of the exploited fish species to carry out any relevant studies related to the
scientific advice, i.e. from the monitoring of the fisheries and fish populations to the modeling. More
science, less uncertainty and better management recommendations should finally translate into
lower risks of fisheries and population collapse, mid- and long-term sustainable management and
finally increased revenues of the fisheries.
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Figure 1. Catches levels recommended by ICCAT Scientific Committee (scientific advice), Total
Allowable Catches (TAC) decided by ICCAT commission, reported catches to ICCAT secretariat and the
Illegal-unreported-unregulated catches estimated by ICCAT Scientific Committee (IUU) from 1992 to
2012. Main management regulations over the same period are also described.
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Figure 2. From top to bottom: Fishing mortality for ages 2 to 5, fishing mortality for ages 10+ and
spawning stock biomass (in thousands of tons) estimates from the 2012 stock assessment performed
by ICCAT Scientific Committee. Dark line: reported catch; Light grey line: reported plus estimated IUU
catches (from 1998 to 2007).
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